NEI Aerospace Definition 2012+ (HS Codes - 6 Digit - Total Exports)

840710--AIRCRAFT ENGINES (SPARK-IGNITION/ROTARY INT CMBUS)
840890--COMPRESSION-IGNTN INT COMBUSTION PISTON ENG, NESOI
840910--PARTS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES (SP-IGN, ROT OR COMP)
841111--TURBOJETS OF A THRUST NOT EXCEEDING 25 KN
841112--TURBOJETS OF A THRUST EXCEEDING 25 KN
841121--TURBOPROPELLERS OF A POWER NOT EXCEEDING 1,100 KW
841122--TURBOPROPELLERS OF A POWER EXCEEDING 1,100 KW
841181--GAS TURBINES OF A POWER NOT EXCEEDING 5,000 KW
841182--GAS TURBINES OF A POWER EXCEEDING 5,000 KW
841191--TURBOJET AND TURBOPROLLER PARTS
841199--GAS TURBINE PARTS NESOI
841210--REACTION ENGINES OTHER THAN TURBOJETS
880000--CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT, ENGINES, AND PARTS
880100--BALLOONS & DIRIGIBLES; GLIDERS, HANG GLIDERS ETC
880211--HELICOPTERS OF AN UNLADEN WEIGHT NOT OVER 2000 KG
880212--HELICOPTERS OF AN UNLADEN WEIGHT EXCEEDING 2000 KG
880220--AIRPLANES & OT A/C, UNLADEN WEIGHT NT OVER 2000 KG
880230--AIRPLANE & A/C UNLADEN Wght > 2000, NOV 15000 KG
880240--AIRPLANE & OT A/C, UNLADEN WEIGHT > 15,000 KG
880260--SPACECRAFT & SUBORBITAL AND SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLES
880310--PROPELLR ROTOR & PTS OF GLIDERS & A/C, N-PWRD/PWRD
880320--UNDCARRGE & PTS GLIDERS & A/C, NON-POWERED/POWERED
880330--PARTS OF AIRPLANES OR HELICOPTERS, NESOI
880390--PARTS OF NON-POWERED & POWERED AIRCRAFT ETC NESOI
880400--PARACHUTES (INCLUDING DIRIGIBLE PARACHUTES) ROTOCH
880510--AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING GEAR AND PRTS; DECK ARRESTORS,PT
880521--AIR COMBAT SIMULATORS AND PARTS THEREOF
901420--INSTRUMENTS & APPL F AERNTCL/SPC NAVIG EX COMPASS